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THE SOUNDS OF A DEAD LANGUAGE 

RECONSTRUCTING EGYPTIAN PHONOLOGY 

Frank Kammerzell (Gottingen) 

1. Written language and spoken language 

Before talking about written signs and spoken sounds, it seems appropriate to lay open the theoreti

cal framework. I assume that any language recorded by means of a writing system may be described 

as consisting of two subsystems, namely the written language and the spoken language. Both are 

mutually interrelated but should be analyzed independently of one other. Each subsystem comprises 

a complete set of grammatical components, that is, a morphological, a syntactical, a semantic, and a 

pragmatic component as well as a phonological or graphemic component, respectively. The relation

ships between the elements of written language and those of spoken language are governed by rules 

of correspondence. Different individual languages may be distinguished according to the predomi

nant level at which the correspondence rules apply. Where each grapheme regularly corresponds to 

exactly one phoneme, the correspondence rules of higher levels become redundant. Such systems 

have often been described by grammatologists as being the most elaborate, and they do indeed seem 

(A) meaningful graphemes (semograms): +MEANINGFUL 

(Al) autonomous (or potentially autonomous) meaningful graphemes 
(logograms or "ideograms") +MEAN., +AUT. 
ex.: OEg .JlJ in -iP (IJJt-') /'hu:rit/ 'front' 

ModEng ¥ in 1¥U (i-love-you) /ai'IAvju:/ 'I love you' 

(A2) non-autonomous, interpreting meaningful graphemes 
(classijicators, semographic interpretants or "determinatives") +MEAN., -AUT. 
ex.: OEg .!l in";;:: .!l (nb+woMAN) /'ni:bat/ 'mistress' 

ModEng ®in Coca-Cota® (c-o-c-a-c-o-1-a-TRADE MARK) 

/kouk<i'koufa/ 'Coca-Cola' 

(B) meaning differentiating graphemes (phonograms in the broader sense) -MEANINGFUL 

(B 1) autonomous (or potentially autonomous) meaning-differentiating 
graphemes (phonograms in the stricter sense) -MEAN., +AUT. 
ex.: OEg = in ";;:: .!l (nb-t-WOMAN) /'ni:bat/ 'mistress' 

ModEng x in axiom (a-x-i-o-m) /'reksfam/ 'axiom' 

(B2) non-autonomous, interpreting meaning-differantiating graphemes 
(phonographic interpretants or "complements") 
ex.: OEg ~ in ~~.6, (mr-m-'-PYRAMID) /'mVI/ 'pyramid' 

ModEng nd in 2nd (2-n-d) /'sek<ind/ 'second' 

Fig. I: Sign classes of the hieroglyphic writing system 
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quite suitable from the writer's point of view. But in reality writing systems with absolutely regular 

correspondences between graphemes and phonemes are attested extremely rarely, if at all - which is 

probably due to the fact that writing normally implies reading, and what is ideal for the writer is not 

necessarily also ideal for the reader. 

In spite of its appearance, the Egyptian hieroglyphic script does not constitute a pictographic sys

tem, but rather what may be called a complex morphographic writing system. The most prominent 

level of elementary correspondence between written and spoken signs is the morphological level. In 

the overwhelming majority of cases each morpheme boundary of a written utterance coincides with 

one in spoken language. A grammatical or lexical morph can be written either directly with the help 

of a meaningful sign or indirectly by means of a sequence of signs that distinguish meaning corre

sponding to phonological units in the spoken language, or a combination of both devices may be 

used. Thus, the signs of a written utterance may be attributed to two different classes according to 

their function (Fig. 1, A and B). A further distinction is gained if we take into account that hiero

glyphic graphemes may occur autonomously or acting as interpretants of other signs. 

At the very beginning of the history of "glyphographic data processing" only lexemes were put 

down in writing, inflectional morphemes and other grammatical elements being still absent from the 

earliest records. Since the Egyptian language shows a tendency at least to have lexical units solely 

consisting of (discontinuous) sequences of consonantal. phonemes while the vocalic tiers supply 

additional grammatical information, the practice ofrepresenting nothing but lexemes led to the emer

gence - or invention - of a full set of graphemes corresponding to single consonantal phonemes and 

of approximately two hundred signs corresponding to discontinuous combinations of such, but pre

vented the development of signs corresponding to vowels. How this affected the relationship 

between the meaningful units of written and spoken Egyptian may be seen in Fig. 2. Although the 

second line in each example represents exactly what is often referred to as thr "defectiveness of the 

hieroglyphic writing system", I prefer instead to speak of a graphemically empty graphomorpheme. 

(A graphomorpheme is an abstract pair consisting of a written morph and the corresponding morph 

of the spoken language.) The next lines in the tables present just the opposite, a graphomorpheme 

that is phonologically empty and could well give cause to coin the _term "defectiveness of spoken 

written language 

{~ 'go round'}Iex. 

0 

{lll 'MOVEMENT CLASS'}gramm. 

{- 'PRETERITE AFFIX'}gramm. 

{= '2sf}gramm. 

spoken language 

l {/p_x_l/ 'go round'} 1
••· 

i {/_a_'j_j 'PRETERITE STEM'}gramm. 

!0 
I {!_na_} 'PRETERITE AFFIX'}gramm. 

j {!_c/ '2sf }gramm 

'that you went round' /pa'xilnac/ 

Fig. 2a: Correspondences between written and spoken morphs of Egyptian utterances 
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written language spoken language 

{/J_n_) 'lateral relative'} 10
x {g~ 'lateral relative'} 10

' 

0 {/ __ a_'u:_/ 'PLURAL STEM'}8""'"'· 

0 {J:!t 'HUMAN CLASS'}&""'"' 

{111 'PLURAL AFFIX'}w•mm {/_w-;,w/ 'PLURAL AFFIX'}w•mm 
····················' 

'brothers' /Ja'nu:w-;,w/ 

Fig. 2b: Correspondences between written and spoken morphs of Egyptian utterances 

Egyptian"! In comparing the two sides it becomes obvious that the written form of a language may 

differ from its spoken counterpart in a way analogous to the differences between particular lan

guages. Thus, for instance, written Egyptian exhibited a system of classifier morphemes (the so

called "determinatives") that did not exist in spoken Egyptian, and while spoken Egyptian apparently 

exhibitedcf, inflection morphology, written Egyptian is to be characterized as agglutinative or even 

isolating (cf. Kammerzell 1993 and 1994: 8-12). - A few more general assumptions are necessary: 

• In the case oflanguages that have a set of correspondence rules governing the relations between 

elementary graphemes and minimal segmental units of the spoken language, there is a strong 

preference for such correspondence rules to apply to phonological, rather than phonetic, ele

ments. 

• The degree of regularity and simplicity of graphophonemic correspondence rules of a language 

(L0) at a given point of time (to) depends on three parameters: 

- the temporal distance oft0 to the time of emergence of the writing system (tp); 

- the proportion of typological distance between Lo and the language system Lp for which the 

writing system was first developed; 

- and the retention rate or its opposite, i.e., the rate of adjustment of the writing system to the 

particular characteristics of Lo (Fig. 3). 

In general, the graphophonemic correspondence rules of an earlier diachronic state of a particu

lar language are more regular than those of a later stage, if the writing system has not been 

modified. In the case of writing systems adopted from another language, the degree of regulari

ty is usually higher the more similar the phonological inventories and phonotactic rules of the 

source language and the target language are. If an existing writing system is taken over by an

other language without adjustment, the graphophonemic correspondence rules will probably be 

less regular. 

From these two hypotheses, which might be easily substantiated by empirical observations, it may be 

concluded that the degree of consistency of graphophonemic correpondencesjs relatively high imme

diately after the development of a new writing system, especially if it is achieved either indigenously 

without copying an existing prototype or with considerable adjustments to the specific characteristics 

of the language. 
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max. 

typological distance 

max. 

temporal distance 

min. retention rate max. 

Fig. 3: Parameters governing the complexity/irregularity ofgraphophonemic correspondence rules 

2. Reliability of Egyptological transcription systems 

A delicate problem in dealing with the sound shape of Egyptian language elements has to do with the 

fact that every type of Egyptological transcription system is not only conventionalized to a high de

gree but also rather idiosyncratic. There is more than one transcription symbol that definitely does 

not represent the sound those familiar with the romanization of other scripts of the Ancient or Mod

em Near East would assume. As can be deduced from Fig. 4a, the fact that the letters q and t 
(underlined) are used to correspond to palatals - instead of representing interdental fricatives as the 

conventions of Semitic philology require - usually causes no problems. Statements on this matter 

are likely to be found in a.ny description of the Egyptian language since the earlier years of this cen

tury and have been accessible to comparative philologists. However, it is not so easy to find infor

mation on the fact that, in general, neither simple d nor underlined q reflect signs which corre

sponded to voiced consonants (but rather voiceless emphatics) or that the sign transcribed as c did 

not correspond originally to the same consonant as Semitic /'i./. As a consequence, quite often ety

mological identifications such as in (4a) have been proposed which must be rejected. On the other 

hand, there are equations like ( 4b ); although - especially after what I have just said - one might feel 

(a) OEg ~"iAfl cq * /£Vj-/ 'hack (vb.)' not< AA *'iog- 'dig, cut' 

but: cq /dVc1
-/ 'hack (vb.)' perhaps< AA *dak1-/duk1

- 'break, pound (vb.)' (?) 

(b) LEg = Jl"= db 'horn' <AA *dub- 'horn' 

because ofOEg ~ Jl"= cb l'dib-1 'horn' 

even though usually Eg = !t11 

Fig. 4: Conventionalized Egyptological transcriptions as a source of misunderstandings 
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bound to reject this proposal as well, it is as reliable as etymologies can be (see below, section 10). 

What are the reasons for this confusing situation? A few peculiarities simply result from the 

modification of the Egyptological transcriptional alphabet proposed at the end of last century by 

AdolfErman for nothing but typographical reasons, namely to keep transcriptions free ofletters that 

have more than one diacritic. Originally, d und cj were not at all meant to refer to voiced consonants, 

but rather to emphatics. The "sound value" of the hand hieroglyph= has long since been correctly 

recognized as resembling Semitic pharyngealized consonants and has been transcribed as a dotted t. 
When it was recognized that the relationship between the sounds reflected in underlined f and simple 

t was identical with that between the sounds corresponding to the cobra hieroglyph "'l and dotted !, 

one could have chosen a !(with dot and stroke) for transcribing the cobra hieroglyph. Instead of 

this typographical monster, Erman used a cj (with underlining), and by analogy dotted! was replaced 

by the letter d, which was freely available because - according to the state-of-the-art of those days -

Egyptian did not possess any voiced dental obstruent. The knowledge of these facts fell into obliv

ion and was restored only recently by Wolfgang Schenkel (1988: 29-34), although few scholars, such 

as Georg Steindorff and Otto Rossler, never ceased to propagate the older and better transcription. 

In many studies conducted between the 1940s and the 1980s the transcription symbols were treated 

as a reliable source of phonological information (e.g. Vergote 1945, Osing 1980). It is self-evident 

that any proposal about historical sound changes or etymological relationships based on this assump

tion is not justified. 

Other oddities are less technical. They depend rather on the principles underlying transcription 

practices or are more or less inherent in the procedures of uncovering the sound shape of a dead lan

guage. First, conventional Egyptological transcriptions are ahistorical. In spite of some basic 

knowledge about historical sound changes, we are used to transcribe a particular morpheme of a 

hieroglyphic utterance always the same way and do not bother whether it belongs to a text recorded 

in the 3'd millennium or to one of the Ptolemaic Period. In general, lexical and grammatical morphs 

are referred to by means of what is held to be their "original" consonantal skeleton in Earlier Egyp

tian. There are, of course, several good - above all, practical - reasons for doing that, but there are 

a few disadvantages as well. Second, our identifications of sound shapes depend heavily on Coptic 

and foreign transcriptions of Egyptian words, as well as on the attestations of foreign language ele

ments in hieroglyphic texts. Without a doubt; such cases of secondary recording are of eminent im

portance and indispensable in advancing theories about historical sound values of extinct languages. 

However, one should bear in mind that any information gained in this way is not direct evidence but 

rather the end of a chain of more or less well-founded conjectures. Thus we suppose, for instance, 

that the Egyptian elementary grapheme o transcribed as t corresponded to a voiceless dental stop It/, 

because speakers of Egyptian found it appropriate to use that very sign in writing down what they 

thought to be the equivalent of a particular Greek sound that corresponded.to the Greek letter 't, 

which we analyze for various reasons as corresponding to a voiceless, non-aspirated dental stop. Of 

course, it is reasonable to assume that the Egyptian phoneme shared significant features with Greek 
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It/ (probably more features than with any other consonant in that language), but the phonetic shapes 

of the two sounds are not necessarily identical. Some minor differences in articulation might have 

easily been screened at the interfaces between the two languages and scripts. In addition, we must 

take into consideration that the phonological form of any attestation of Egyptian in a foreign writing 

system has to be reconstructed indirectly as well. This results in a level of insecurity so high that 

many scholars are rather unwilling to reflect on the issue of sounds in a dead language at all. 

In any case, I hope to show in this paper that there are additional methods for gaining information 

beyond those furnished by foreign language transcriptions. In doing so, I will display several proce

dures and illustrate their respective efficiency by discussing a small number of examples. For the 

sake of clarity, I shall concentrate on a very limited segment of the phonological system and deal 

primarily with apical consonants. A general impression of the discrepancies between transcription 

letters and phonological interpretations can be gained in advance from Fig. 5. 

sonorants, sibilants voiceless obstruents voiced obstruents emphatic obstruents 

fiJ (h) !hJ D (p) /p/ ~ lj) /j/, /j/, /j/ "=-- if> /p?/,/f/ 

= (r) IV 0 (I) It! Jl (b) !bi = (d) It'! 

~ (m) /ml (z) ttst,tst ..di (') Id/ 

(n) In/ = (1) /cl 
, 

(ef> /c?/ 

~ (w) /w/ = ($> Ii;/ 

p (s) !JI C7' (k) /kJ m (g) lg/ .LI (q) lk.11 

~ (J) /r/ 
...., 

(!]) Ix/ ® @ /y/ ~ <M /hi or /x1
/ 

Fig. 5: Elementary graphemes, traditional transcription symbols, and probable corresponding phonemes 
(Old Egyptian) · 

3. Transcriptions of Egyptian words in other ancient writing systems 

We start with ancient transcriptions of Egyptian language elements in foreign-language sources. 

Egyptian expressions - often proper names and titles - casually appear within documents written in 

Akkadian, Hittite, Old Persian and Elamite cuneiform writing as well as in Hebrew, Greek, Carian, 

Aramaic, Phoenician, Meroitic, Latin, Nubian, Ethiopian, and Arabic alphabetic script. (And it may 

be that this list is not complete!) The mid- and late second millennium renderings of Egyptian names 

and phrases in Akkadian cuneiform, which was then the medium of diplomatic correspondence 

throughout the Near East, are of particular importance. 

The Middle Babylonian equivalent of the birth name of King Ramses II in Fig. 6 shows that at 

about 1200 BCE the arm hieroglyph ..di must have corresponded (at least in this word) to something 
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resembling a glottal stop or a glide. In Biblical Hebrew the second consonant of the same name ap

peared as an I'll, and it was exactly this equation which led Egyptologists to the identification of the 

arm-hieroglyph -d as corresponding to a voiced pharyngeal fricative. The same grapheme occurs in 

the word for pharaoh borrowed from Egyptian into Hebrew and Greek and from there into a large 

number of other languages (see Fig. 7). 

Eg (..d),,, /'i'/ (c. 1200 BCE) 

because of LEg <(IP 4' W-ms-sw [name of several kings of the XIXu. and XXu. Dynasties] 

MBab ri-a-ma-se-fo or re-a-ma-se-fo 

BHeb CQttlt'J /ra'i\:im:ises/ and CQttl!'J /ra'i'am:ises/ 

Gr Po:µ011c;, Po:µecr011\; 

Fig. 6: Transcriptions of Egyptian words in foreign writing systems 

Eg (..d),,, /'i'/ (c. 700 BCE) 

because of LEg 0 C' 
<-= pr-' 'Great House, Pharaoh' 

LAss pi-ir-u 'Pharaoh' 

BHeb iil'l~ /parn'i'oh/ 'Pharaoh' 

Gr <I>o:po:ro 'Pharaoh' 

Fig. 7: Loanwords of Egyptian origin in other languages 

Thus, for the time being, we may state that in Later Egyptian the arm hieroglyph ..d, the elementary 

grapheme c, probably corresponded to a sound similar to a voiced pharyngeal fricative. 

4. Transcriptions of foreign words in hieroglyphic and/or hieratic script 

Ancient transcriptions of foreign-language elements in Egyptian texts are a source of information 

that was of unique importance at the very beginning of Egyptological studies. Hieroglyphic repre

sentations of Greek and Roman proper names served as a key to the decipherment of the Egyptian 

script. As they reflect the phonetic situation ofa rather late state of Egyptian language history, their 

value for reconstructing a phonological system that might serve as a starting point for comparative 

studies is limited. But there is some material allowing statements about earlier periods. In the time 

of the New Kingdom hundreds of foreign-language elements occurred in -hieroglyphic and hieratic 

texts ( cf Hoch 1994). The majority of them are of Northwest Semitic origin, thus belonging to a 

well explored language family. Even so we should be careful not to think that identifying a loanword 

with its source form is all we need in order to determine the contemporary "sound value" of hiero-
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glyphic graphemes. Foreign elements are often borrowed with considerable adjustment to the pho

nological system and phonotactic rules of the target language. In addition, the source of a particular 

loanword might have been a badly attested variety within a greater dialectal continuum. The differ

ent realizations of Proto-Semitic *1 in Fig. 8 indicate that there are several possibilities as to how the 

initial consonant of Late Egyptian ~ J 1ft cnb. w 'grapes' might have sounded in its source lan

guage. 

Eg (~.dl) ""/1/ (c. 1200 BCE) 

because of LEg ~J1ft, cnb.w 'grapes' (XIX01 Dynasty) ~ ... ~ Sem *cnb-

cf Can a-na-bi 'grapes' (Amarna) 

Ug -r-ll >-{ gnb-m 'grapes' 

Ar ...,..:..t. /1inab/ 'grapes' 

TAram N~~~ /linabii/ 'grapes' 

Fig. 8: Transcriptions of foreign words in Egyptian (source: Hoch 1994: 72) 

It stands to reason that we can simply reduce these difficulties by looking at a greater amount of 

material. In any case, Fig. 8 sufficiently supports our preliminary hypothesis that in Late Egyptian 

the arm hieroglyph could correspond to something similar to a voiced pharyngeal fricative. 

5. The Coptic tradition 

Next source: Egyptian elements attested in the Coptic script. Important facts about the phonological 

and/or phonetic structure of Egyptian words (including the vowel patterns) may be gained from 

those elements still existing in post-Pharaonic times and recorded by means of the Coptic alphabet. 

We have to take into consideration, however, that information on the sound shape of Coptic depends 

on indirect evidence, too. Moreover, the relationship between the letters of the Coptic script and the 

corresponding phonemes are not as simple and straightforward as grammatical descriptions often 

maintain. There is, for instance, some reason to believe that even though the classical Coptic alpha

bet had no specific letters equivalent to older/?/ and /1/, the corresponding sounds had not totally 

disappeared. Alternations between/?./ and /1/ are not uncommon in demotic texts of the Roman 

period and indicate that the two phonemes probably had merged. While in Old Coptic each of these 

consonants was still represented in writing by a special sign (see Fig. 9), later texts either exhibit a 

sequence of two vowel graphemes or nothing at all. Nevertheless, the successor of older/?/ and /1/ 

continued to exist as a glottal stop or glide. This becomes clear from an important discovering by 

Leo Depuydt, the knowledge of which I owe to an as yet unpublished paper by Wolfgang Schenkel: 

In carefully written Sahidic texts a sequence of two graphemes corresponding to a diphthong usually 

is not separated at the end of a line while, differently, the second sign within a sequence of two iden-
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tical vowel graphemes often comes to stand at the beginning of a new line, this being possible be

cause it corresponds to a consonantal phoneme. 

Eg (-di) > OCopt L• > Copt (VV-0) "' !?! (since the Roman Period) 

because of OEg )J;::;; mic 'true, just' 

> OCopt J/\HL• !'me:?/ (pBM 10808, 48) 

J/\€ /'me?/ 

> Copt J/\H€ /'me:?/ (S.AA2) 

J/\€€ /'me?/ (S.M) 

J/\€ /'me?/ (S) 

OEg :5;0 ,.C 'sun(-god)' 

> Copt PH /'re:?/ (S.B) 

Fig. 9: Attestations of Egyptian words in the Old Coptic and (classical) Coptic script 

In the case of our example, the forms in Fig. 9 indicate that the phoneme normally corresponding to 

the arm hieroglyph had developed into a glottal stop or glide in Coptic. 

Up to this point no evidence has been presented that would contradict the traditional interpreta

tion of the arm hieroglyph ..=11 as corresponding to something resembling a pharyngeal fiicative. 

6. Etymological evidence 

Our preliminary sketch has to be altered after incorporating etymological assumptions. A consider

able set of quite well established Afroasiatic etymologies that include Egyptian cognates provides 

valuable insights into Egyptian phonology (cf. Rossler 1971, Schneider 1997). Otto Rossler found a 

relatively large set of Egyptian-Semitic etymologies that are characterized by a correlation between 

Egyptian /'i./ and Semitic /d/ or fol (1971: 275-277 and 285-286). A few examples are presented in 

Fig. Hl. Other instances are Egyptian 'j.f 'fly' and Semitic obb- 'fly', or Egyptian cn.t 'nail, claw' and 

Beja din 'thorn'. 

Eg (..=11) /d/ < AA *d 
-" 

because of, e.g. OEg 1 C(w) /du-! 'arm, side, part' 

OEg .......a}r. f CbJ !dbr-1 'lead, steer' 

OEg ~~r er /di-/ 'gate' 

Fig. 10: Etymological assumptions 

Akk idu 'arm, part' 

Ar ..H.J /dbr/ 'lead' 

Akk daltu 'door, gate' 

In view of this material, it is suggested that the consonant corresponding to the arm hieroglyph ..=11 

and Semitic /d/ originated from the same Afroasiatic phoneme. The proto-phoneme has to be recon

structed as a /d/, since the phonetic development of a dental obstruent into a pharyngeal fiicative is 
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much more probable than a sound change in the opposite direction. Thus, Rossler's etymologies 

relating the arm hieroglyph to Semitic !di are quite consistent with our previous assumptions: by 

loss of distinctive features an original voiced dental stop !di became a neutral consonant possessing 

only one marked feature, [+voice]. This process of weakening is not uncommon in natural lan

guages, compare for instance realisations like [mre:?m] or [mre:'lm], [mA:?] or [mA:'i'], and 

['a y'lno] for madam and mother, and I don 't know in certain varieties of Modem English (source: 

Thompson & Hopper 1997: 7; cf also t-glottaling in Cockney and in Glasgow English). 

0 

Jl 

= 

fi] 

0 +++++++ +++++++p 

0 + + + + + + + + + + + + + + +b 

0 + + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + + 

+ + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + + 

+ + + + 

+ + + + + 

+ + + + + + f 

+ + + + + + + 

+ + + + (+) + + 

+ + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + 

0 + + + + + + + + + 

+ + 0 + 

+ 0 + 

+ + 0 + 

+ 0 + 

+ t1 

d 

J 
+ c 

+ ci 

+ k 

+ ki 

© + + + + 0 + + g 

9 = + + + + + + + + + + + 0 

+ + + + +. + + 0 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + 0 

+ + + + + + + + + (+) 0 

fi] + + + + + + + 0 

p b f t1 d ts J j c j c1 k k1 g 9 x j x1 y h 

Fig. l la: Compatibility of elementary graphemes (obstruents and sibilants) 

x 

y 

h 

Notation: + "C. and Cy may co-occur within the boundaries of a single morpheme (in this sequence, but not necessar

ily succeeding each other immediately)"; - "C. and Cy do not co-occur within the boundaries of a single 

morpheme"; 0 "identical elements may co-occur within the boundaries of a single morpheme". 
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7. Phonotactic regularities 

It has been observed that certain phonemes (in particular non-identical homorganic obstruents) do 

not occur together within the limits of a single morpheme. Rossler (1971: I 75-177) found that the 

Egyptian elementary grapheme usually transcribed as c is absolutely incompatible with graphemes 

corresponding with dental obstruents (see Fig. I la, hatched area). This fact provides welcome sup

port to his theory that Egyptian c originally had been a dental rather than a pharyngeal consonant. 

Generalizations about the regularities of incompatibility allow the setting up of natural classes of 

sounds and the determiniation of at least some phonetic features of even poorly defined consonants. 

It is remarkable that this method is thoroughly independent of the aforementioned procedures, which 

provide only indirect evidence. With this in mind, we have been trying to improve the analysis of 

phonotactic regularities within the scope of the typology project. Fig. 1 la shows the compatibilities 

of elementary graphemes in Earlier Egyptian (source: Roquet 1973). Fig. 1 lb lists the coefficients of 

correlation between the matrices of compatibility. By means these calculations the compatibility of 

one grapheme with all others can be compared as a whole with the respective characteristics of other 

graphemes. The table indicates for instance not only the trivial fact that each line or column of Fig. 

p b f d ts s c ~ k 0 g x x' y h 

p l.001 0.681 0.051-0.421-0.041-0.101-0.481 0.091-0.221-0.161-0.431-0.161-0.371-0.371-0.291-o.281-0.l0,-0.29 

b 0.68! l.00! 0.29i ·0.33!-0.29i-0.33j-0.38i 0.22j-0.43j-0.05j-0.43j-0.05j-0.56j-0.29j-0.10j-0.22j-0.33i-0.10 

f o.o5J o.29J 1.ooj-0.63!-o.26!-0.l3!-0.38! o.22!-0.63!-0.l3J-0.63!-0.l3J-0.67! o.10J 0.021 0.36J ..o.13J 0.02 

-0.42!-0.33!-0.63! LOO! 0.3ll 0.20l 0.62l 0.07l 0.42! 0.16! 0.52! 0.16! 0.60!-0.16! 0.02!-0.5ll -0.02! 0.02 

: -0.041-0.291-0.26! o.31! 1.ool 0.591-0.05! 0.151 o.131 0.161 o.131 0.161 o.33!-0.331..oml-0.15! 0.10! 0.01 

-0.101-0.331-0.131 0.201 0.591 1.001 0.361 0.291-0.261-0.241-0.261-0.241 0.421-0.421-0.101-0.221-0.021-0.36 

ts -0.481-0.381-0.381 0.621-0.051 o.361 tool 0.221 o.131-0.381 o.131-0.381 0.421 0.001-0.131-0.291-o.131 0.02 

:. ::1::1:::1 :::1 :::1:::1;~1~:1;~1::1::1::1 :::1::1:::1 ::1::1 ::: 
k -0.431-0.431-0.631 0.521 0.131-0.261 0.131-0.36, 0.50! l.001 0.501 0.521 0.261 0.001 0.221 0.261 0.10 

k' -0.16! -0.05! -0.13' 0.16! 0.16! -0.24! -0.38! -0.36! 0.50 0.50! l.00! 0.26! 0.13! 0.26! 0.22! 0.26! -0.02 

g ..o.371-0.56' , 0.601 o.331 0.421 0.42! 0.081 o.52! o.26J o.521 0.26! 1.ool-oml 0.221 0.081 0.011 0.10 

y -0.371-0.291 0.101-0.161-0.331-Q.421 0.001-0.151 0.261 0.261 0.261 0.131-0.031 1.001 0.321 0.711 0.761 0.59 

~ :::1 :::1 ;::1 :::1 :::1 ::1 :::1 ;::1 :::1 :::1 ::1 :::1 :::1 :;:1 :::1 :::1 ::1 ::: 
h -0.29!-0.10! 0.0210.0210.071-0.361 0.021 0.37! o.w 0.1010.10:-0.02: 0.101 0.59! 0.49! 0.42! 0.161 l.00 

p l b j f l t l t' j d j ts j S l c l c' l k j k' g g x i x' y h 

Fig. I lb: Coefficients of correlation (comparison of matrices of compatibility) 
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[ mp mb lllf mt mt' ad mts llllJ 1111c me' mk 1111k' 11119 111~ 11x 111x' 111y 111hl 

Fig. I le: Coefficients of correlation (comparison of matrices of compatibility) 

11 a is identical with itself, but also that the velar stops behave in exactly the same way as their re

spective palatal counterparts do (factor 1.00) and that, on the other hand, there is a maximal distance 

between lg! and If/ (factor minus 0.67). In a further step, the data of Fig. l lb have been transformed 

into a diagram (Fig. l lc). Solely on the basis of compatibility, the columns cluster into groups that 

are the equivalents of natural classes defined by places of articulation. The column belonging to the 

elementary grapheme ...dl, which is conventionally transcribed as c, is a typical representative of the 

class of dentals (and, as a consequence, has been coded as /di in Fig. 11). This is a strong confirma

tion of the picture gained by etymological considerations. 

8. Typological considerations on naturalness 

Typological assumptions on the basis of frequencies of graphonemes are a further means for recon

structing the sound shape of dead languages. In the case of two alternatively feasible reconstruc-

series labials alveolars palatals velars l: 

voiceless 10.2% 29.5% 14.1 % 10.2% 63.9% 

voiced 10.4% 8.6% ?? 2.4% >21.5 % 

emphatic 0.1 % 4.4 % 8.3% 1.8 % 14.5 % 

l: (=1123) 20.7% 42.5% >22.4% 14.4 % 100.0% 

Fig. 12a: Percentages of stop consonants in Old Egyptian (Pyr. 276-294, 393-414, 609-621, 1587-1606) 
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tions, preference should be given to the one that shows a higher degree of harmony with established 

typological considerations. Fig. l 2a indicates that our reconstructions of the phonological shapes of 

Egyptian stops are in fair accordance with crosslinguistic theories about markedness: voiceless stops 

are least marked, emphatics most marked, and the emphatic labial occurs extremely rarely (cf 

Greenberg 1976: 13-18). 

sample LR C1 C2 C3 

Egyptian /r/: PT (3-rad. verbs, tokens, 9024 phonemes) 503 2.4 % 44.5 % 53.1 % 

(3-rad. verbs, types, 735 phonemes) 66 7.6% 43.9% 48.5 % 

CT (3-rad., tokens, 85185 phonemes) 5584 4.2% 54.7% 41.1 % 

(3-rad., types, 5655 phonemes) 498 7.6% 54.6% 37.8 % 

lexicon (types, 55272 phonemes) 4228 7.3 % 51.6 % 30.5 % 

Akkadian /r/: GAG (3-rad. roots, types) 185 20.0% 34.1 % 45.9% 

cf Akkadian /?/: GAG (3-rad. roots, types) 154 42.9% 37.0% 20.1 % 

Fig. 12b: Under-representation of(:\ti.) fr/ in initial position in Egyptian (counts by F. Kammerzell and C. Peust) 

Fig. 12b provides information about the frequency of the elementary grapheme ~' conventionally 

transcribed as/?/, in different positions within Egyptian lexemes. From the under-representation of 

the eagle hieroglyph ~ in initial position it becomes apparent that the corresponding phoneme was 

it) all probability originally not a glottal stop. The distribution fits better the sort of behaviour that 

we would expect of /r/. Thus we have gained further evidence that etymological hypotheses compar

ing the Egyptian elementary grapheme~ with Semitic *r (e.g. Schenkel 1990: 34 and 53) are well

founded. In addition, there is strong evidence that the Egyptian sound belonged to the class of so

norants (cf Kammerzell 1992: 168 with n. 39; Schneider 1997: 193;pace Reintges 1994: 215-218). 

9. Synchronic variation in written forms 

Old Egyptian seems to have possessed more consonantal phonemes than those that correspond more 

or less constantly to a particular elementary grapheme. There are cases of different co-existing 

graphemic representations of one and the same lexical element, which superficially look as if they 

would correspond to distinctive phonological forms (compare the examples in Fig. 13). One might 

incline to the opinion that this phenomenon is due to dialectal or sociolectal variation. However, 

some of these cases occur within one and the same text, and a dialectal variation between a plain 

voiceless dental fricative Is! and an emphatic dental stop !t1! does not seem quite probable from a 

crosslinguistic point of view. Therefore, I would prefer to analyse the forms in Fig. 13 as exhibiting 

a graphematically polyvalent graphoneme. 
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CJ ni:::.~ 

~-1' o pzs.t (pEbers) 

~~.LI~ !;sq (pEbers) 

Is/ (~) 

bP~ pds.t (pEbers) 

~c:?"::::-" l;dq (pBM 10059) 

!t11 <=> /s1
/ (~ -=) 

[-"~"' l [_,_, l [-~o l +consonantal +consonantal +consonantal 
+obstruent +obstruent +obstruent 
+anterior +anterior +anterior 
+coronal +coronal +coronal 
-voiced -voiced -voiced 
-emphatic +emphatic +emphatic 
+continuant -continuant +continuant 

Fig. 13: Synchronic variation in written forms 

/ps1s-t/ 'small ball' 

/x1s1q/ 'cut off' 

The corresponding consonant is an emphatic dental fricative that did not correspond regularly to a 

particular elementary grapheme but was written by way of an expedient either with a sign normally 

corresponding to Is/ or to a sign normally corresponding to emphatic /t1 
/. Each of these phonemes 

differs from emphatic /s1/in exactly one feature, thus(~) and<=> are equally well suited to repre

sent this sound. 

10. Diachronic variation in written forms 

Diachronic variation of written forms does not necessarily indicate that the corresponding spoken 

element underwent phonological modification, but under certain conditions (namely ifthe basic rules 

of graphophonemic correspondence had changed) may show that no sound change had taken place in 

the respective elements. An example is given in Fig. 14. 

When original /di had changed into /'i./ in most positions at some time prior to the New Kingdom, 

the elementary grapheme (..de) normally would have been interpreted as corresponding to /'i./ rather 

than to an apical obstruent. There is a group of perhaps twenty words in which an older form with 

written (..de) - that is, spoken /di - seems to be replaced by a younger form with what we tran

scribe as d but have to interpret as an emphatic /t1/. For reasons of markedness an unconditioned 

sound change of voiced /di to emphatic /t1/ seems extremely improbable. A better explanation is 

suggested in Fig. 14: Old Egyptian /di had changed into something like /'i./ in most, but not all, dis

tributions (cf. the bold arrow). By this time the standard rules of graphophonemic correspondence 

had changed, and the arm hieroglyph (..de) was no longer appropriate for representing an un

changed /di. The graphemic change indicates that the usual phonemic change OEg /di> LEg /'i./ had 

not taken place in all positions. Since unchanged LEg /di shares more distinctive foatures with tt11 
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than with the phoneme I'll, which now normally corresponded to (.di), it could be written by way of 

an expedient, such as<=»· The emergence of makeshift writings shows that OEg Id! already must 

have undergone the process of weakening into LEg I'll. 

OEg!MEg (~d) may be replaceded by LEg «=-")in certain distributions 

OEg 

LEg 

~~£;;:'.!: c5 ~£;;3: dj l'dirl>l'dijl>TO.J 'here' 

..d JJ"= cb = JJ""'= db l'dibl >TO.IT 'horn' 

~ ..d m-c- ~ 4--=1l md- lll}du-1 >NT€- 'in the hand of; by' 

[

-vocalic l +consonantal 
-obstruent 
-anterior 
-coronal 
+voiced 
-emphatic 
+continuant 

[

-vocalic l +consonantal 
+obstruent 
+anterior 
+coronal 
+voiced 
-emphatic 
-continuant 

---------. 
Id! (.di-=) 

[

-vocalic l +consonantal 
+obstruent 
+anterior 
+coronal 
+voiced 
-emphatic 
-continuant 

[

-vocalic l +consonantal 
+obstr!1ent 
+antenor 
+coronal 
Ovoiced 
+emphatic 
-continuant 

Fig. 14: Diachronic variation in written forms 

11. Rhymes and puns 

Two phonemes related to each other by a rhyme or pun necessarily share the bulk of their respective 

distinctive features. Of special interest are rhymes that are not totally neat, but show some minor 

irregularities. A famous example from German is Goethe's rhyming of neige, pronounced ['na1ga] 

in Standard Modern High German, and ... reiche, that is, ['Ra19a], which_ tells us a lot about the 

poet's native dialect. Fortunately, there are similar phenomena in Egyptian texts which may be used 

for our purposes. The first example given in Fig. 15 is of no direct relevance to our topic but nicely 

illustrates the principle of chiastic alliterations, a poetic device not uncommon within certain pas

sages of the Pyramid Texts. 
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Q~ J~·~ ;'~Oil Pyr. 406c = ~~-

jw dbn.n""f p.tOJ tm.tj /jw f1bnnf ptj tm.tj/ 
PTCL. VB.-PRET.-3ms SBST.-FEM.DU STAT.-3df ~. ;< 

went round-he two skys completed-they two 
.. 

Q~ 
c==- Q=~= 

. . 
C::::::-~=- J = ... ·,. 

jw pbr.n""f Jdb.wOJ /jw pxlnf jt1bwj/ 
PTCL. VB.-PRET.-3ms SBST.-MASC.DU 

went round-he two banks 

'He has travelled around the whole of the Two Skies, he has circumambulated the Two Banks.' 

Fig. 15: Chiastic alliteration 

Fig. 16 clearly indicates that the pronunciation of what we transcribe as c must still have been that of 

a dental stop around 2300 BCE: (..dl) /di had not yet changed to (..dl) /'l./, since it is related to 

<=> !t1! by alliteration. 

Pyr. 410a 4~ +- ~~o LJLJ "=--

jw wm.n""f d8r.t /jw Willnf t1 ~It/ 
PTCL. VB.-PRET.-3ms NPA.-FEM.SG. ": :' 

ate-he red 

4~ -'-1\= ~o . " 
jw cm.n""f wlef.t /jw dmnf Wrc't/ 
PTCL. VB.-PRET.-3ms NPA.-FEM.SG. 

swallowed-he green 

'He has eaten the Red (Crown), he has swallowed the Green (Crown).' 

Fig. 16: Chiastic alliteration employing a rhyming of Id! and It'! 

Although a rhyme characterized by the equation of the voiced apical stop Id! and its (voiceless) em

phatic counterpart If/ is not completely perfect, it seems quite tolerable. The two phonemes share 

the overwhelming majority of distinctive features, while, on the contrary, Id! and /'l./ do not have 

much in common (cf above, Fig. 14). That cm !dml 'swallow' does not belong to the small group of 

words exhibiting those allophones of original /di that never changed to /'l./ becomes apparent from 

the fact that the lexeme was still extant in Later Egyptian and developed into Coptic €I.JM'. !'?i:m;i/ 

'know, understand'. 

12. The consonantal phonemes of Old Egyptian and pre-Old Egyptian 

By combining the different procedures it is possible to reconstruct a consonantal system that repre

sents more or less the stage of Old Egyptian (compare Fig. 17). This system fits well what we might 
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nasals 

laterals 

trills 

glides 

voiced plosives 

fricatives 1
> 

emphatic plosives 

fricatives 1> 

voiceless plosives 

fricatives1> 

sibilants 

Fig. 17: The consonantal system of Old Egyptian (c. 2200 BCE) 

Abbreviations: c = (~oronal], C =[+coronal], a= [-anterior], A= [+anterior], h =[-high], H =[+high]. 
Notes: I) Or: affricates - dz, ls', ts, etc. 

2) Marginal, corresponds to ~ or~. 
3) Rare, belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme (-1l--),/z/. 
4) Rare, belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme (=--),Is'/. 
5) Rare, perhaps belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme ("'l-""),/j/. 
6) Rare, perhaps belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme ("'l-<=),/g7

/. 

7) Rare, belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme (-- -;;;--!!..- liJ ),lg/. 

8) Marginal, belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme (--J-i:-~),/gw/. 

9) Rare, belonging to the graphemically polyvalent graphoneme (1> -"'),/gw/. 

expect of an ancient Afroasiatic language: a relatively high number of consonantal phonemes, sys

tematic contrasts between stops and fricatives (or affricates), and three series of articulation -

voiced, "emphatic" and voiceless. 

However, there is some evidence that the system under in Fig. 17 is not valid for the most ancient 

records of Egyptian. Some elementary graphemes were still missing before the end of the First 

Dynasty, and from my theoretical assumptions about the regularity of graphophonemic correspon

dence rules to be expected directly after the emergence of any indigenous writing system (cf section 

1 and Fig. 3) it may be concluded that the respective phonemes also did not yet exist at this early 

stage of the Egyptian language. 

Analysing the sign inventory of the earliest hieroglyphic records and interpreting the rules of com

patibility of elementary graphemes (cf Fig. I la) results in the following assumptions about the char

acteristics of the phonological system of pre-Old Egyptian (c. 3000 BCE): 

• The contrast between velar and palatal obstruents is not phonologically significant, it is fully 
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reflected in writing rather late (c. 2600 BCE). 

.. Graphemes corresponding to two non-identical obstruents at the same place of articulation are 

absolutely imcompatible within the borders of a single morpheme (cf above, section 7 and Fig. 

I la). 

" Graphemes corresponding to what later became [-anterior] plosives and fricatives - i.e. !3, c1
, c, 

g, k1
, kl and /j, r/, i;;, y, x, x1

/ - are not absolutely incompatible within the borders of a single 

morpheme (cf above, section 7 and Fig. 1 la). Thus, they originally formed two series, which 

are reconstructed as velars lg, k1
, kl and as postvelars /'jj, z1

, xl. 

• (~),Is/ is one of the graphonemes not attested in the very earliest inscriptions (Kahl 1994: 71) 

and absolutely incompatible with other dental graphonemes (cf above, section 7 and Fig. I la); 

thus, it was a variant of It/ originally. 

• There is not a single contrast characterized by nothing but an opposition (-fricative] versus 

[+fricative]. Phonologically, even the postvelars /JS, z1
, xf might be written as /a, q1

, qi. The 

contrast between plosive and fricative/affricate obstruents is not significant. 

• [J] and [h] - and probably also originally [ <P] - are allophonic variants in complementary distri

bution, (rn)/h/ being attested rather late (Kahl 1994: 71). 

The consonantal system of pre-Old Egyptian is summarized in Fig. 18. 

nasals 

laterals 

trills 

glides 

voiced obstruents 

® (K] 

emphatic obstruents k? ..., q? 

~ [X1
] 

voiceless obstruents p D co. [t] k= q 

[tS] = [xl 
sibilants <P ,.._._ s n [h] 

Fig. 18: The consonantal system ofpre-0/d Egyptian (c. 3000 BCE) 

Pre-Old Egyptian exhibits a relatively small inventory of about twenty consonantal phonemes and has 

but few non-sonorant fricatives and/or sibilants. It is rather untypical of an Afroasiatic language, in 
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any case less typical than the phonological system of Old or Middle Egyptian. This observation is, 

at the very least, surprising and only explainable, if we assume that the language underlying the 

most ancient hieroglyphic records did not initially belong to the Afroasiatic stock but rather 

acquired its "Afroasiaticity" during the period in which the formation of the Egyptian state also took 

place. In more general terms, this process can be described as being governed by a tendency 

towards increasing typological homogeneity within the greater linguistic area. 

This paper is based on a lecture delivered on 24 April 1997 at the Faculteit der Letteren of the Rijksuni
versiteit te Leiden. Ewa Zakrzewska, Joris F. Borghouts and Chris Reintges not only planned and 
organized the visit to the Netherlands but were also admirable hosts and turned the stay into a very special 
event - with considerable impact on the author's life. 

This study forms part of the prqject "The position of Egyptian within the linguistic area Northeast 
Africa and Southwest Asia: areal and genetic relations," that was made possible by a research grant of the 
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschajt within the special program "Linguistic Typology." Carsten Peust, 
Carsten Knigge (in 1996 and 1997) and Simon Schweitzer (in 1998) are the other members of the group 
and participated in almost every phase of the work. The almost daily discussions with Carsten Peust have 
been of inestimable value. Computer and software support has come from the Department of Egyptian and 
Coptic Studies, Georg-August-Universitdt, Gb'ttingen. Jiirgen Kraus' considerable help has been indispens
able in struggling with all sorts of problems in connection with sophisticated computer programmes. 

Michaela K. Spehn (San Diego) corrected the English of a preliminary draft of the paper; further im
provements were proposed by Gordon Whittaker, who thoroughly read and commented on the text. 

Abbreviations 

() enclose graphemic elements c any consonant 
II enclose phonemic elements Can Canaanite (141h cent. BCE) 
[] enclose phonetic elements Co pt (Classical) Coptic (c. 3"'-121h cent.) 
{} enclose morphological elements CT Coffin Texts (c. 2100-1800 BCE), ed.: de 
{ !''" lexical morph Buck, Adriaan. 1935-61. The Egyptian Cof-
{ }gramm. grammatical morph fin Texts, 7 vols., Oriental Institute 

< developed from Publications 35 (1935), 49 (1938), 64 

> developed to (1947), 67 (1951), 73 (1954), 81 (1956), 87 

"' does not correspond to (1961), Chicago: The Oriental Institute of 
1 first person the University of Chicago 
2 second person d(u.) dual 
3 third person Eg Egyptian 
A Akhmimic dialect of Coptic f(em.) feminine 

(41h cent. CE) GAG von Soden, Wolfram. 1995. Grundrij3 der 
Az Sub-Akhmimic (or: Asyutic, Lycopolitan) akkadischen Grammatik, 3. erweiterte Auf-

dialect of Coptic ( 4 lh cent. CE) !age, unter Mitarbeit von Werner Mayer, 
AA Afro-Asiatic Analecta Orientalia, 33, Roma: Pontificium 
Akk Akkadian (c. 2500 BCE - 1" cent. CE) Institutum Biblicum 
Ar Arabic Gr (Ancient) Greek 
AUT. autonomous LAss Late Assyrian (c. 1000-600 BCE) 
B Bohairic (i.e. Northern) dialect of Coptic LEg Late Egyptian (c. 1500-1000 BCE) 

(still in use as liturgical language of the M Middle Egyptian dialect of Coptic 
Coptic Church) m(asc.) masculine 

BHeb Biblical Hebrew MBab Middle Babylonian (c. 1500-1000 BCE) 
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MEAN. meaningful Ebers. Das hermetische Buch iiber die 
MEg (Classical) Middle Egyptian (c. 2000-1500 Arzneimittel der A/ten Agypter in hierali-

BCE) scher Schrift, 2 vols., Leipzig: J.C. Hin-
ModEng Modern English richs 
NPA. neutral participle (active) PRET. preterite 
OCopt Old Coptic (c. I"-5th cent.) PT Pyramid Texts (c. 2400-2200 BCE) 
OEg Old Egyptian (c. 2700-2200 BCE) PTCL. particle 
p(I.) plural Pyr. Sethe, Kurt. 1908-22. Die alttigyptischen 
pBM 10059 Papyrus British Museum 10059 (medical Pyramidentexte, 4 vols., Leipzig: J.C. 

papyrus, c. 1350 BCE), ed.: Wreszinski, Hinrichs) 
Walther. 1912. Der Londoner medizinische s Sahidic (i.e. Upper Egyptian) dialect of 
Papyrus (Brit. Museum Nr. 10059) und der Coptic (c. 5th-llth cent.) 
Papyrus Hearst in Transkription, Oberset- s(g.) singular 
zung und Kommentar mit Facsimile des SBST. substantive 
Londoner Pap., Leipzig: J.C. Hinrichs Sem (Proto-)Semitic 

pBM 10808 Papyrus British Museum 10808 (2nd cent.), STAT. stative 
ed.: Osing, Jiirgen. 1976. Der sptittigypti- TArrun Talmudic Aramaic 
sche Papyrus BM 10808, Agyptologische Ug Ugaritic (c. 1400-1200 BCE) 
Abhandlungen, 33, Wiesbaden: Otto Har- v any vowel 
rassowitz vb. I VB. velb 

pEbers Papyrus Ebers (medical papyrus, c. 1550 
BCE), ed.: Ebers, Georg. 1875. Papyros 
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